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Abstract
Inw this paper we characterize a feature superset for Collaborative Virtual Reality Environments (CVRE), and de-
rive a component framework to transform stand-alone VR navigators into full-fledged multithreaded collaborative
environments. The contributions of our approach rely on a cost-effective and extensible technique for loading soft-
ware components into separate POSIX threads for rendering, user interaction and network communications, and
adding a top layer for managing session collaboration. The framework recasts a VR navigator under a distributed
peerx -to-peer topology for scene and object sharing, using callback hooks for broadcasting remote events and mul-
ticamera perspective sharing with avatar interaction. We validate the framework by applying it to our own ALICE
VR Navigator. Experimental results show that our approach has good performance in the collaborative inspection
of complex models.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS):y
I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Virtual Reality; H.5.3 [Group and Organization Interfaces]: Collaborative Computing
1. Introduction
Virtual Reality (VR) techniques have been applied in many
engineering fields as powerful tools to avoid or reduce the
use of physical prototypes, to recreate emergency situations,
to train in dangerous locales, and to interpret real or simu-
lated results. In medical applications VR helps patient mon-
itoring, interpretation of scanned data, and surgery planning.
In architectural settings VR allows designing, building, vis-
iting and stress-testing upcoming facilities. In these virtual
reality environments (VREs), individual users inspect 3D
scenes, navigate inside models and manipulate objects and
their properties. Most implementations of VREs have be-
gun as stand-alone applications, with collaboration requests
surging as soon as the users decide to repeat or interchange
experiences. Allowing for several users to collaborate on the
inspection of a model usually requires the development of
a whole new application with distributed capabilities, using
custom or available network communication libraries, and in
general confronting code portability problems.
We propose a framework for naturally evolving full-
fledged Collaborative Virtual Reality Environments (CVRE)
out of stand-alone VR applications, provided that the orig-
inal application is well designed and has separate render-
ing and user interface components. The contributions of our
approach incorporate a distributed user interaction model,
multi-threaded software components, network communica-
tions under a scalable peer-to-peer topology, message pass-
ing channels, and several user roles in a multicamera sub-
scription model. The framework adjusts to the existing func-
tioning code base with minimal tinkering, and does not ad-
versely affect performance.
In section 2 we review relevant previous work, collect a
feature superset of CVREs under several characterizations,
and explain current user interaction paradigms.
We develop in section 3 the generic blueprint for the trans-
formation of suitable VR navigators into small or medium
scale CVREs, in the form of a snap-on minimal framework
providing network and session management.
In section 4 we introduce the ALICE VR Real Time In-
spector and Navigator, a stand-alone VR Navigator devel-
oped at the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, and vali-
date the developed framework by transforming ALICE in a
complete collaborative environment.
Section 5 shows performance results under the frame-
work, testing several sets of enhanced ALICE clients in a
busy network, each fitted with output displays such as Head-
Mounted Displays, a portable VR system, stereoscopic ta-
bles and other monitors.
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2Finally in section 6 we plan for including new capabilities
in the framework, such extension to other VR tools, adding
a new component allowing faster channel for haptic devices,
and multi-resolution streaming techniques for transmitting
large models across participants.
2. Collaborative Virtual Reality Environments
Distributed environments have been around since the intro-
duction of the first networks. Scope and complexity have
kept pace with distributed systems evolution, migrating to-
wards distributed processing, data sharing, multiple execu-
tion threads and sophisticated display technology. Computer
Support for Cooperative Work(CSCW) [CSS99] is an um-
brella term for distributed applications in which multiple
users collaborate toward common goals, under a high level
event notification and message passing architecture. When
combined with several degrees of information sharing and
screen visualization, they are known as Collaborative Virtual
Environments or CVE’s.
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Figure 1: Components of Collaborative Virtual Reality En-
vironments. The items placed at the upper half of the circle
are those directly related to collaboration issues.
When a simulated 3D universe is implemented as a CVE,
with users taking visual identities (called avatars) inside the
environment, it is then called a Collaborative Virtual Reality
Environment (CVRE). Avatars can navigate around the 3D
world, collaborate with other avatars in real time, and may
propagate changes to objects in the environment. Environ-
ment and object manipulation require sophisticated user in-
teraction models and interfaces. Figure 1 details all the soft-
ware components which are present in a complete CVRE.
The first developed major distributed virtual environments
were DIVE [CH93] and MASSIVE [GB94]. A review of
simulation CVE’s is presented in [Sty96], addressing is-
sues in human-computer interaction, Virtual Reality, soft-
ware engineering, 3D graphics, scene modeling/object mod-
eling, and artificial intelligence. Duce et al. [DGC Ł 98] char-
acterize reference models for CVEs and the impact they have
on the degree of collaboration. A different approach is pre-
sented in [MF98], where the CVE is included into a library
called REPO-3D, which allows the migration/replication of
graphic objects over the network.
Different network technologies can be used to en-
able distribution on a CVE (BSD-sockets, RPC, Java
RMI, DCOM, CORBA, etc.). Avocado [Tra99], DIVE,
NAVL [WLG99], NPSNET-V [CMBZ00], and Distributed
Open Inventor [HSFP99] apply different solutions, using
multiple execution threads where each one has an image
of the other participants in the interaction. Each client re-
quires, thus, a partial image of the scene graph. Zeleznik
et al. [ZHC Ł 00] use the scene graph as a communications
bus instead of a tree, whose nodes are sited at different net-
work nodes and are accessed by synchronized access mech-
anisms. Diverse [KSA Ł 03] uses remote shared memory and
UDP network datagrams for a rapid memory interchange.
Treatment of temporal inconsistencies due to network de-
lays are detailed in [Mau00] and [MW01], while [GFPB02]
describes a technique for embedding temporal links in a
CVRE.
The most sophisticated approaches delegate clients’ net-
work management to components outside of the CVE.
Some of them use customized solutions, like Octopus
and Tweek for VRJuggler [HJCN01] or CAVERNSoft for
CAVELib [LJD96]. Other are based on the use of the
CORBA standard [DKS Ł 99] for object sharing over the net-
work, having a central object registry and a localization ser-
vice.
2.1. Characterization of Collaboration in Virtual
Reality Environments
Treatment of remote collaboration capabilities in a CVRE
can be characterized by the categories summarized in Ta-
ble 1. We have grouped together those features that apply to
generic CVEs (the first three) and highlighted those specific
to CVREs (the last two). A more detailed exposition and rel-
evant references can be found in [TFN03].
Features include: network substrate to decide which trans-
mission policy is best suited to the expected message flow in
the environment; scalable topology to choose the scheme for
information sharing and communications; object complexity
to weigh in the network performance cost of broadcasting
object changes [BZWM97]; environment persistence to de-
cide whether users’ interactions with the environment have
temporal or permanent effects in the CVRE system [LJD97];
and user interaction to include the user interface features de-
sirable for a CVRE. In subsections 3.3 and 3.4 we describe
how these categories allow the designer to specify the most
suitable feature set for creating a collaboration framework.
2.2. User Interaction Models in Collaborative
Environments
The Model-View-Controller paradigm (MVC) [KT88] is the
classical user interaction model for designing user inter-
faces. The approach classifies all application objects in three
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3Table 1: Characterization of Collaboration Features in CVREs
Netw ork Transmission Distrib ution: Broadcast, multicast or unicast packages.
Latency: Considering traffic delays and other perturbations.
Reliability: Usev of positive and negative acknowledgements.
Band width: As much as possible
Scalable Topology Homogeneous replication using broadcast: Each client maintains a complete replica of the shared
environment. Messages across the network transmit state information. No central control; a new
client has to wait some time to accumulate enough information about the other clients.
Shared-centralized on a server: Classical client/server model. Shared session information resides at
the server. When the server fails it brings down all the clients.
Shared-distributed using small client/server groups: Several groups of servers and clients. Uses
same scheme as mobile phones cells, in which clients are connected to the adequate server.
Shared-distributed using peer-to-peer actualization: Peer-to-peer connections among all partici-
pants, either directly or using a third party relay (broker). Changes are atomically broadcasted to
all participants. It comes in two flavors:
P2Pr: Same replicated scene graph at each node with objects stored locally. Synchronization
by using callbacks, and local managing of session persistence.
P2Ps: Sharing objects across the network in a distributed scene graph. Thin replicas shadow
remote objects. Network monitors maintain correspondence within the shared space.
Object Complexity Light objects: Short messages containing state, event and control information, require low latency,
high-speed transmission rates. (e.g. trackers, sensors, events and status information).
Remote references: External references shadowing remotely located objects.
Heavy objects: Medium-atomic data. Big objects requiring reliable transmissions, but small enough
to reside in the client memory, (e.g. object 3D geometry, avatars or cameras).
Real-time streams: Lar ge-segmented data. Data so big it has to be transmitted in pieces and/or con-
tinuously , (e.g. big geometric objects, volume information, textures, video, audio, etc.).
En vironment Persistence P

articipating persistence: The CVRE exists only while the participants are in it, and resets when all
participants leave the environment.
Status persistence: The CVRE status is stored elsewhere, to be able to use it at a later time (journal-
ing). Allows the recording of 3D annotations to guide other clients.
Continuous persistence: The CVRE is always active. A simulation may change the scene and its
objects even if no clients are connected.
User Interaction Interaction strategies common to all CVEs:
–Adequate interfaces for collaborative manipulation and visualization
–Teleconference capabilities (streaming video and audio)
–Flexible support for data construction
–Synchronous and asynchronous collaboration
–Adaptive multi-resolution for less sophisticated devices
–Standards and interoperability with heterogeneous systems
–Replicated or shared spaces
Inter  action strategies specific of CVREs:
–Usev of action indicators and annotations for notification of remote events
–Multiple users having several views
–Usev of avatars for remote user representation
–Design for low latency response times
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4excluding categories according to user interface roles, in a
process called factoring¡ :y
Algorithmic (semantic) objects are held in the Model layer.
Visual (display) objects are placed in the View layer¢ .
Widget (user£ interface) objects translate all user manipula-
tions into commands in the Controller layer.
The other common user interface paradigm is the
Abstraction-Link-View (ALV) [Hil92], in which application
objects are factored into abstraction, view and link layers:
Abstraction objects are models shared by all users.
View objects handle user interaction and rendering
Link objects¤ are constraint sets that synchronize abstraction
and view objects, using thin local references (shadows)
linked to a remote object in a central repository.
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Figure 2: MVC and ALV User Interaction Models
A comparison of the two is shown in Figure 2. The ALV’s
Abstraction layer is equivalent to the MVC’s Model layer,
while the ALV’s View component merges the View and Con-
troller layers of MVC. The ALV’s constraints connect ab-
stractions and their views, while the MVC’s Controller layer
handles communications among all its objects.
In subsection 3.1 we describe a hybrid model for ses-
sion management which is more suitable in networked vir-
tual reality environments, having clients demanding reliable
and continuous object flows, and needing to redisplay many
complex scene changes at high speed rates.
3. The Collaboration Framework
Many virtual reality applications usually start out as helping
environments for scene and object visualization, by means of
special navigation and manipulation metaphors in the user
interface, and using display devices ranging from simple
monitors, HMDs, to inmmersive stereo projection systems
such as the CAVE. Most science disciplines (and the enter-
tainment industry as well) use VR techniques to show and
enhance user experiences. As research shows, users always¥
desire to share virtual experiences, either by passively show-
ing models to prospective audiences, or by actually having
active remote user participation in the environment.
Evolving collaboration out of this need usually entails the
redesign and development of a (new) distributed application,
developing a networking infrastructure under the visualiza-
tion environments, and fraught with the usual software port-
ing problems. Issues such as synchrony overheads, network
delays, concurrent user load, and system lag degrade interac-
tion and must be dealt without adversely graphics affecting
performance.
The rationale behind our approach is that the object-
oriented nature of stand-alone VR applications, usually hav-
ing rendering and user-interface components, would facili-
tate their transformation into complete CVRE’s, by allowing
the seamless attachment of a network-based, collaboration-
enabling component.
In the following subsections we describe the evolution of
collaborative features in the proposed framework. Given that
the different VR tools are spread across platforms and sup-
port varied output display systems, the ideal solution should
not compromise current designs or imply extensive recod-
ing of components when fitting the collaborative framework.
Massive or large-scale implementations were discarded due
to performance considerations for user administration, al-
though the proposed framework scales well for a reasonable
number (less than twenty) of participants. Based on the fea-
tures described in section 2, our solution involves the im-
plementation of a distrib¦ uted user interface model, multi-§
threaded software components, session awareness capabil-
ities,¨ and a networking© architecture.ª
3.1. Distributed User Interface Model
To recast existing VR navigators as enhanced collaborative
virtual reality environments, it is necessary to implement the
maximal CSCW feature set allowed by the existing archi-
tecture’s design, under several practical implementation re-
strictions. The original stand-alone behavior must remain the
same, so the problem is how to obtain the maximum collab-
orative feature set incurring the least implementation cost. In
a typical application for CSCW, the standard MVC approach
proves insufficient because it does not provide for a Session
layer to hold shared state and persistence properties of the
remote interaction among users. The Link layer in the ALV
model does provide a method to keep track of object and ses-
sion changes, but it is heavily slanted toward a client-server
distributed model.
We define a hybrid Model-View-Controller-Session
(MVCS) approach by latching the ALV’s Link« concept¬ to
network pipelines connecting MVC objects, in which:
­ MVC objects may not reside all together at the same net-
work node. In a shared environment, objects may have
their Model (structure and behavior) defined at one client,
many different Views (renderings, at least one for each
client), and control flow effected by all. For example, each
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5node may have multiple visualization layers (cameras), al-
lowing for many perspectives and resolutions of the same
scene.
­ Since it does not matter whether objects are globally
shared or locally replicated, it allows indistinctly client-
server or peer-to peer approaches. Controllers operate in-
distinctly on both using a callback mechanism, routing to
the corresponding network nodes for non-local objects, as
shown on Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Model-View-Controller-Session (MVCS) Objects
Model® showing an external broker maintaining session
states
We part from the fact that a good VR navigator is the fi-
nal product of a sound systems design, developed under a
classical MVC paradigm, factoring application objects into
at least two weakly cohesive software components, Graphics
Rendering and User Interface, a standard software engineer-
ing practice in Computer Graphics. To develop a code frame-
work sitting on top of VR applications, we pick from each
category of Table 1 those items that better support awareness
and collaboration under the MVCS reference model, trans-
forming current navigators into certifiable distributed collab-
orative components.
3.2. Multithreaded software components
To decouple the Graphics Rendering and User Interface
components even more, these components are wrapped as
POSIX-compliant threads from a thread-pool class. Since
networking capabilities must be incorporated, it is best to
have them residing in its own concurrent thread. In this way,
we take advantage of the underlying operating system’s con-
text switching and load a new networking component with-
out touching functioning code. The approach is open, mean-
ing that more concurrent threads with additional components
may be created, for example, to add data acquisition from
trackers or haptic devices.
A snapshot of an instantiated framework under the MVCS
reference model is shown in Figure 4, detailing each soft-
ware component. The Network component thread handles
all communications and message parsing; the top Shared
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Figure 4: Collaboration-enabling Threaded Processes. The
fr¡ amework includes the original components (GR and UI),
and adds the session layer (SS) with the new network com-
ponentx (NC)
Session Management layer launches all concurrent threads,
tracks remote clients’ avatars, propagate state changes to
the User Interface and Graphics Rendering components by
means of a callback system and is generally responsible for
the emerging collaborative behavior; the Graphics Render-
ing and User Interface components are mostly untouched
except for the connecting "glue" to the Shared Session man-
agement layer.
We implement this setup by means of an abstract class
wrapper to incorporate network awareness and a correspond-
ing message protocol. An appropriate set of mutexes has
been added to avoid state inconsistencies and race conditions
when updating shared information.
3.3. Session awareness capabilities
The first order of business is choosing what minimal fea-
tures set is desirable for CVRE applications. We decided to
include the following:
­ Session administration with differentiated user roles
­ Client awareness using avatars
­ Shared annotation and 3D marker highlighting
For a client in this scenario, there must be perceptual evi-
dence that other entities (human or otherwise) are participat-
ing in the interaction, so 3D client embodiments within the
environment (avatars) are used to dynamically reflect their
position and state in the scene. Clients may want to call up
attention to others by special 3D signals, leaving trails and
modifying the environment for other users. Some users will
browse the scene, while others may have privileges for mod-
ifying scene and object properties. A distributed user inter-
face model allows the remote manipulation of objects, and
some session administration capabilities allow the environ-
ment to have memory of the interaction from a hierarchy of
users.
Reportz LSI-04-13-R
6Session administration with differentiated session roles
A manageable hierarchy of workstation roles [stand-alone,
peerx , incognito, slave, master] is defined within the environ-
ment, leaving open the possibility of adding more.
A stand-alone client¬ is not aware of other clients. It de-
faults to the original isolated behavior of the application.
Peers are clients that communicate among themselves us-
ing the common message protocol. Users traveling inco² g-
nito may observe scene interaction in “voyeur” mode with-
out other clients knowing it. A slave is a peer that is bound to
another, correspondly called a master§ ,¨ in the sense that the
master’s current state is continuously replicated by the re-
mote slave(s) .ª These client roles are voluntary and change-
able during a session.
Client awareness using avatars³
Each client has its own 3D graphical representation, that
moves about in the environment, and which may have mul-
tiple active camera perspectives at any time. Each camera
may broadcast a number of state attributes, such as positionx ,¨
orientation camera¬ vectors, and even actual velocity vectors
for dead reckoning calculations.
Shared annotation and 3D marker highlighting
In CSCW systems, users must not only be aware of each
other, they must be able to call the attention of remote par-
ticipants to some feature object of the environment. This is
accomplish by pinning temporal 3D markers, graphical ob-
jects´ that a “guide” pins at some feature locations, such as a
arrow, a message billboard, or a banner.
3.4. Networking architecture
Since communication is what enables collaboration, new
software components must add network communication ca-
pabilities. We chose implementing a peer-to-peer scalable
topology, the most adequate for an environment of equal
participants that does not rely on a central server. Trying to
fit a client/server model would have implied the creation of
the server from scratch and compromises the applications’
stand-alone behavior.
P2Pr [Pµ eer-to-Peer with replication] implementations and
P2Ps [Peer-to-Peer with sharing] are equally possible in
the framework. In P2Pr, each client will have its own local
replica of the scene. Since only a few scene objects are mod-
ified in the session, collaboration starts as soon as all clients
have loaded their common model, and situated themselves
within it. A P2Ps implementation must first build a shared
scene graph, to whom each individual client may incorpo-
rate whole scene chunks.
Shared nodes at the scene graph are labeled local or re-
mote whether the object physically resides in a particular
client or is a shadow reference to a behavior to be fetched
elsewhere. The client subscribes to a scene, objects descrip-
tions are relayed to and from, and then rendered. For com-
plex scenes it may take a while for the scene to load.
Having no central server, this approach requires a third
party providing locating service in which clients find each
other to establish joint sessions.
Thin broker for session administration
In our scheme, a third party must act the part of a message
broker, which keep track of session participation and interac-
tion, as seen in Figure 5. It is [loosely] based on the CORBA
name service, but without IDL overhead and less services.
Its internet address is known to all potential clients.
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Figure 5: Peer-to-peer Broker Class Model. Each Peer has
local thin instances of other remote clients (proxies). The
broker k½ eeps state information about session participants.
The broker is¾ a thin node providing several services:
­ A name service for location and client registration.
­ A session management service.
­ Session and client state reporting and mirroring.
Since the broker is not a bridge, client-to-client communi-
cation is the sole responsibility of the clients. To keep track
of participants, all clients periodically tell the broker their
current state, and the broker broadcasts to all clients the list
of participants currently in the session.
Network substrate
A cross-platform networking class allows either datagram-
oriented (UDP) or connection-oriented (TCP) communica-
tions under IPv4 and IPv6 networks. The NC thread, under
a common message protocol implements the following ba-
sic kind of services, each one running on its own separate
listening socket:
­ Shared event pipeline for sending environment state
changes and callback messages
­ A push client for the continuous streaming of certain
client properties, such as camera position and orientation
­ A notifying service for the Br¿ oker.
When a client initially reports to the broker, it posts its ad-
dress and the network ports on which it is listening. This is a
configurable setup, to account for external firewalling rules
on opening and closing specific ports, and that allows several
clients to run concurrently on the same machine by choos-
ing a different set of port numbers for each process, which
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7is handy way to test system performance with higher client
loads than permitted by available physical workstations.
System synchronization
The framework avoids keeping a central time server by keep-
ing relative time differences for every peer-to-peer connec-
tion at the client’s side. The relative event local time (times-À
tamps) is included in each network message. That way,
clients at the other end have the freedom to choose process-
ing incoming messages as either:
Immediate: message are processed at once.
Buf¿ fered: messageÁ are queued by timestamp.
In the first approach variable network latency may pro-
duce jumpy updates and short temporal inconsistencies. The
second is more suitable for replaying events in exact time
sequence, at the expense of a bigger time delay.
External real-time verbal communication channel
Most collaborative environments use at least one real-time
communication channel to allow the human users behind the
workstations to exchange textual/audio/video impressions
about the virtual experience. The framework does not pro-
vide this service, so it is suggested using external suitable
cross-platform alternatives such as Gaim, Gnomeeting and
others.
4. The ALICE Virtual Reality Navigator
ALICE VR Real Time Inspector and Navigator is a stand-
alone VR software platform for the real time inspection and
navigation of very complex virtual models, developed at the
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya. It has been used in a
number of applications such as navigation in urban environ-
ments or interior ship design among others.
In order to allow the users of these applications to be able
to navigate and inspect complex 3D models in several VR
systems, ALICE offers the following features:
­ Stereoscopic visualization: either active stereo, for sys-
tems like Head Mounted Displays [Sut68], or passive
stereo, for other low cost VR systems [AFB02a].
­ User position and orientation tracking: allowing user’s im-
plicit interaction by following his movements and making
him feel he is inspecting a real object instead of a virtual
one.
­ Use of varied interaction devices: being able to follow or-
ders from a mouse, a joystick or a VR glove, for example.
­ Different VR modes of execution: able to work over
different VR display systems like stereoscopic tables, a
CAVE, a Head Mounted Display, etc.
Apart from these external features, ALICE implements
internally an extensible callback system and also many ad-
vanced algorithms in computer graphics in order to be able
to work interactively with very complex scenes. It uses in-
ternally a hierarchical structure of the objects in the scene,
keeping also for each one other non-geometrical informa-
tion, allowing, for example, the use of textures. Among these
advanced algorithms are the following:
Simplification techniques: ALICE maintains different lev-
els of detail for the objects in the scene [ABA02].
Visibility culling: Eliminates from the visualization pro-
cess those parts of the geometric model not visible from
the current observer’s viewpoint [ASVNB00].
Collision detection: NeededÂ to select objects with VR
gloves or haptic devices, by virtually “touching” the ob-
jects´ [FNB01].
4.1. Framework validation in ALICE
ALICE is an application already factored into two soft-
ware components, Graphics Rendering and User Interface.
The User Interface component is provided by v3.x of Qt,
an object-oriented user interface toolkit under the MVC
paradigm, with cross-platform deployability in MS Win-
dows, Linux, several flavors of UNIX and MacOS X.
The decoupled callback hook system in ALICE connects
user events to graphic rendering’ actions by means of a in-
dexed command list. Each element of the lists stores a set-
table reference (the “hook”) to some other object’s method
(the “callback”). When an User Interface event cause trig-
gers a particular command, its corresponding callback hook
is executed with the provided event information and current
environment state.
Given all the above, it was considered a suitable candidate
for enhancing his collaboration features. Just changing some
flags in the compilation process allows the UI component to
run in its own thread if needed. The following steps were
taken to fit ALICE into the framework:
1. Wrapping the GR, UI and the new NC as component at-
tributes of the SS (session) class, and launching them in
separate threads
2. Selecting a P2Pr sharing topology.
3. Selecting the messaging protocol
4. Instantiating the message parser class to process event
messages, callable from the networking thread
5. Translating the processed network into local method
calls, using the callback hooks mechanism already pro-
vided by ALICE
6. Adding one method call in the user interface compo-
nent’s mainÁ method to launch the networking thread at
startup
7. Adding one method call in the rendering component’s
main method to sync the state of network peers just be-
fore rendering
Initially we have chosen a P2Pr scalable topology, since it
was easier to implement and did not change ALICE’s present
stand-alone behavior, in which all clients already have lo-
cal identical copies of the scene. In shared mode, the broker
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8indicates the name of the scene to be shared, so hopefully
everyone will be placed in the same scene.
The message protocol is quite simple. There are three
kinds of messages: session, location andÃ manipulation. Ses-
sion messages are the ones exchanged between the broker
and the clients, connecting and disconnecting, internet ad-
dresses and open ports, number of active cameras, avatar ap-
pearance, global scene file, and other relevant data. Loca-
tion messages are mostly for camera coordinates broadcast-
ing among all participants. Manipulation messages (such as
local client touching, grabbing, adding or modifying an ob-
ject)´ are sent to all remote users to be processed by their
callback system to maintain scene coherence among all par-
ticipants. Out of the growing callback set of ALICE (around
100), only a subset of 14 affected model integrity, shared
scene state and object appearance, but more may be defined
in the protocol.
Since all of this happens in the new NC thread, mutexes
are activated when this thread is modifying data, such as up-
dating clients’ coordinates. There was a corresponding set of
mutexes placed just before rendering to avoid the race con-
ditions common to concurrent programming.
A session is initiated by at least two participants willing
to subscribe to a session, shown in Figure 5. Each client may
choose a session role (usually as a peerx ) and an avatar rep-
resentation (from a menu), and keeps a list of current active
interactions with other users. As they navigate, clients can
chat to each other, or place 3D markers on the scene to call
attention to some feature.
Clients can also take the role of “voluntary slaves” for
some other user, which now becomes a camera server. The
slave shuts down its own cameras and reflects the master’s
camera viewpoint and actions, the latter effectively taking
possession of the slave’s remote display devices. This fea-
ture may also be used to “teleport” a participant to the posi-
tion of another, which is very useful to avoid losing virtual
eye-contact among peers. Since each node does independent
renderings, it allows a client to show a wireframe represen-
tation, while another does a full render of the same scene.
5. Results
We have tested ALICE’s remote collaboration and naviga-
tion services in several VR systems in our lab, and also in
sessions with the Girona university (located 100 Km. from
Barcelona) through a 10Mb wide area network connection.
In our lab we use HMDs, the stereoscopic table [AFB Ł 02b],
the portable system [FBT04] and flat monitors (without
stereo capabilities); and a similar setup at Girona university.
Network traffic is generated only when an avatar changes
position or orientation, or when a callbak is produced (for
example when selecting an object), so no unnecessary traffic
is produced.
The results obtained from our tests can be seen in the fol-
lowing table. The scene used on these tests (the interior of
a ship) contains 20.000 polygons, but on purpose does not
have complex textures because it could hinder or slow graph-
ics performance. The table shows the results obtained in the
communication of 2, 4 and 8 workstations from both labs
(Girona’s and our’s).
Participants 1 2 4 8
A v. Number of messages – 2539 8067 14331
A

v. Total Net. Time (msec) – 35 31 46
Av. Roundtrip Time (msec) – 13 46 57
FramerateÄ 47.3 45.2 44.2 42.7
In the table we observe the average total number of mes-
sages sent through the network in a series of repeated nav-
igation trials, each test lasting 4 minutes. The total network
time (in milliseconds) gives information about how much
time Alice spent in the transmission of messages during
these 4 minutes tests (this means that only around 0.1-0.2%
of total time was spent in network communications). The
roundtrip time is also indicated in milliseconds. Since our
framework uses unicast addresses, roundtrip time increases
as more peers participate in the session. Finally, the table
shows the average rendering framerate achieved for each
case, which indicates that increasing the number of nodes
affects graphics performance very slightly compared to the
stand-alone performance.
As already stated in subsection 4.1, the migration of Alice
to a CVRE navigator was very easy. Based on the fact that
the application was already designed considering the render-
ing and the user interface as separated components, its port
to use our framework only required to define a message pro-
tocol, connect the appropriate callback hooks, and add two
method calls in its code in order to attach the application to
the new network and session parts. Following the same mi-
gration scheme, it would be easy as well to transform any
other VR application into a collaborative VR application. In
fact we are presently porting another application built in our
lab which addresses inspection and management of medical
models.
Although we have not done experiments in slow networks,
we simulated a fictitious one and we found out that se-
quential processing of arriving avatar information may cause
clients to fall out-of-sync. In order to minimize these latency
problems, there is an option to process only the most recently
received information packet from each camera in the envi-
ronment, at the expense of a somewhat jumpier navigation.
The proposed mechanisms for camera management and
sharing is reasonably easy to learn for users and seem to be
adequate for collaboration tasks. We want to make some ex-
periments with untrained users soon in order to have a more
accurate perception of ease-of-use.
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"camera" and "upecito" interact
(c) Participant at Stereo-
scopic table
(d) Participant
with HMD
Figure 6: Testing collaboration between peersÅ .Æ Two clients (embodied by the “camera” and “upecito” avatars) observe each
other while navigating the environment
6. Conclusions and Future Work
Based on a characterization of generic collaborative features
for VR systems, we have proposed a versatile framework for
evolving collaborative capabilities in stand-alone VR navi-
gators. Our approach incorporates a hybrid distributed user
interaction model, multi-threaded software components, net-
work communications under a peer-to-peer scalable topol-
ogy, message passing channels with a custom protocol, and
changeable user roles in a multicamera subscription model.
The framework’s development has been validated by a
fast porting of the ALICE VR Navigator. The generic cross-
platform design allows an easy migration of similar VR ap-
plications into complete collaborative virtual reality environ-
ments. As for future work, we are working on extending the
collaborative breadth of the framework by including in the
Session layer a fourth thread for handling haptic devices,
adding high frequency force-feedback events to the interac-
tive session repertoire. Given the huge scene size of current
VR scenes and objects, we plan to migrate applications to-
wards a peer-to-peer with sharing scheme (P2Ps), and also to
allow the incremental streaming of multiresolution objects to
improve rendering performance and scalability.
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